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About This Game

Master Pyrox, greatest pyromancer of the wizard dimension, is holding a tournament in order to find a new apprentice. Are you
good enough to win against your competitors and inherit his legacy? Find out and apply for the Master Pyrox Wizard

Smackdown!

Master Pyrox Wizard Smackdown is a fast-paced arcade-style multiplayer game. It's very easy to learn, but difficult to master.
Avoid the fireballs that manifest in the center of the screen, knock your opponents down, collect power-ups and cast spells. Up
to 8 players can fight against each other in a tournament or cooperate against one of Pyrox's creatures in a boss fight. Various

gameplay options allow you to customize the game, and you can even design your own maps.

Key Features:

Competitive and cooperative game modes.

Single player mode against AI opponents.

Shared screen multiplayer and network multiplayer modes.

Design your own maps with the built-in level editor.

The game will continue to receive free content updates based on player feedback.
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master pyrox wizard smackdown

The physics are a little weird... The idea of a 2D FPS is GREAT! But its not the old fashioned game i tought it would be... My
eyes did hurt a lot. The level design feels like the devs had a lot of fun getting mileage out of their mechanics, and puttering
around on a broomstick is delightful.. Cute design... I just hope one day we can play this underwater inside the aquarium.. From
what I have seen this game looks great but the only thing I have a problem with is the graphics are so high my laptop can't run,
Make sure you get your GPU before buying!. Kingdoms and Castles is a wonderful medieval city builder with tower-defense
and basic supply chain elements. This game does not try to be the deepest, broadest simulation modern game design is capable
of, instead, it focuses on a number of tried-and-true rewarding gameplay elements that have so far thoroughly hooked me. It's a
sort of Tropico-lite mixed with elements of Age of Empires.

The low-poly visuals look splendid on a high-dpi display. I'm pleasantly surprised to see that the multicore scaling for this game
is awesome. Performance is consistently great. While I play I see equal thread usage on a i7-4810MQ quad-core, as well as a
Ryzen 5 1600 six-core, showing that the game indeed scales very well beyond 8 threads.

Overall, this is a quality effort, and for the current price of $9.99, it's a steal.. Harambe Bruh Moment. Crashes way too often
gameplay isnt bad though when it works, based on this though i would not recommend 1\/10.. If you have the space this is a
must play. Being able to physically walk through multiple rooms uninterrupted by teleportation or analog movement really tricks
your brain into thinking you're inhabiting a real space. Be sure to have your friends and family try it too. :). It simply doesn't
work. Bad controls, bad interface, bad everything.. game is okay need more songs but okay love it
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You pick up weapons and kill evil melon slices that bleed melon juice, you can also use the melon corpses as weapons, it's
honestly the perfect game just needs a bit more content to it

Highly recommend 11\/10. This is my favourite chapter of Little Nightmares, including any from the base game. While the base
game is a well paced adventure experience, this chapter is more like a series of puzzles within a decently sized central hub, and a
new mechanic involving the kid's flashlight. I really enjoyed my time with this DLC, and it does add to the base game's story, if
you are interested in that.. This game is really simple, but also really hard.. This is a very relaxing game to play when you're
bored or just want to take a pause from studying or something else.. I like this game.

The positives are:
The backstory is very deep and introspective and looks at the sturggles a person faces over a lifetime.
The scenery is absolutely GORGEOUS.

The drawbacks are:
Despite being $15, it was (relatively) short with only three main levels. I did end up spending 6 hours on it, but mainly because I
spent a solid two hours trying to solve one puzzle.
There are still some glitches in the game. Sometimes animations or pictures would screw up (eg NPCs disappearing, animations
being triggered inconsistently, my sprite disappearing when attacked at an unusal time, an inventory item containing the wrong
image for the object). Sometimes I would have difficulty walking up or down stairs in the knight's world. They updated the
game since I first started playing so some of these may be fixed already.
I WISH there was a way to save the damn game between chapters. It autosaves when you progress but if you're stuck on a puzzle
(like I was) you have to re-do all previous progress the next time you load the game (though to be fair, once you know them you
can redo it pretty quickly...). Interior is a total rust Bucket !? Its like we just picked it up at Arizona Airplane Graveyard, Air
Force Surplus , Would have been nice if they included an updated \/ cleaned-up cockpit with GLASS instrumentation \/ GPS
ect, as one of the varients. But if you go in with mind set, rust bucket slavage first flight ect, its alot of fun. There are improved
cockpits available free from web, but hard to splice into Steam FSX, but it can work ( updates can be an issue ) ( Chalky Ocean
Airways varient from Web, since 20 died on a Gruman G73T wing-spar failure in Dec 2005 rip, not included by Steam in this
DLC ) Flight model is very good, flying external view with GPS nav ect, works well for $6 price tag onsale worth it. Shame
Albatros is represented as a rust bucket in this DLC, since restored its an absolutely amazing designed and built Aircraft. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Ts3-oFuyj2Q?list=PLGF719Fe9nLfY173JOCREodxz1UOnkXWo. Decent "Bomberman" clone with official
servers from all regions.. Marmoset Hexels 3 is ready for something bigger, This program is very easy to use but i wouldnt
consider buying it for the animation part, If this program included better animation options and camera pan and zoom for
animating than i would be impressed for $50, The UI is very good and even when animating a timeline it does not appear
intimidating but the lack of options not presented leaves you confused.

Suggestions

 How about you have a more indepth guide over the entire program.

 Export better, Antialiasing goes unoticed on exporting small res projects, Not a good thing for pixelalated art program.
[Solution] You have to export small res files in high resolutions you can easily skip this step if you just focus on clicking
save while exporting.

 Add pixel layer texture paint.

 Outside of pixels how about you add Smoothing brushes for cleaner outlines and human error, I cant draw a perfect
curves with a mouse and other art programs use smoothing. Art rage has the best smoothing for simulated pressure and
clean lines so emulated it.

 Line curve tools, I shouldn't have to use circles for a smooth round edge, if such a tool exist than it is not blatantly
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obvious on your program.

 This is where i get lost with your lack of guides or help on steam fourms, You have no Option to leave animation frames
on the timeline blank and you have no copy&paste options for frames even when u select them and hit copy and they
cant paste anywhere, You cant see the previous frames to animate on the next frame unless you manually work with
them in other layers so New key cels are pointless.

 All of the brushes are very basic from a art program perspective, To digitally speed paint you need to have a selection of
shaped brushes for quick work like grass that flairs out or a distorted tree brush, You already have the options to
separate spacing in brushes so why not add the option to curve every other spacing left to right so you can make several
brushes for certain terrains or vegetation to speed paint.

 You can draw Circles and lines but no squares? Solution is to use a selection box and fill it with paint.

This program would be great if they reworked there animation options and included more brushes and brush smoothing
cause the UI is fantastic and i could see a manga artist making some great scenes if animating camera panning and zoom
was a option and perspective stretching on brush/pixel layers, As it stands its just great pixel program for 5-10 frame
work.

Master Pyrox Update 1.0.1:
Greetings, fellow pyromancers!

Today we're releasing our first little update for the game. It comes with the following new features and changes:

Added a zoomed-in camera mode that follows the player in singleplayer and network games

Added a new achievement

Fixed a few minor graphical glitches

Optimised some light and material settings.

Updated the German translation

We have plans for bigger content updates in the future: updated maps, new bosses, new objects... so stay tuned, and if you have
any ideas for features you'd like to see in the game, let us know!

Denis. Master Pyrox 1.1.0 released!:
Greetings, fellow pyromancers!

We have just released a new content update for Master Pyrox. The update includes the following changes:

New boss: Gerhardt the Troll likes to punch Wizards and destroy things.

New spell: Water Shot

Updated some of the arenas, including a new garden.

A few new textures and objects for the level editor
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Improved the AI of some bosses.

Fixed a few rare crashes and bugs.

We hope that you'll enjoy this update! We are planning to release more updates over the next months, further improving the
game and adding more fun content. If you have any suggestions or features you'd like to see in the game, feel free to post them
on our discussion board. And if you like the game, please leave a review on Steam and help us spread the word!
. Master Pyrox will be released on June 9th:
Hello fellow pyromancers,

we're excited to announce that "Master Pyrox Wizard Smackdown" will be released this coming weekend on June 9th!
we've had a great beta test over the last few weeks and are really looking forward to release the game to the public. We hope
that you will enjoy the game as much as we enjoyed making it, and we're looking forward to your feedback!

Cheers,
Denis. Master Pyrox has been released!:
Greetings, fellow pyromancers!

We're happy to announce that Master Pyrox Wizard Smackdown is now available on Steam. We hope that you'll enjoy our little
game!

If you like Master Pyrox, please leave a review on Steam. If you find any bugs or have feature requests and suggestions, please
post them on our discussion board.

Note that the development doesn't end with this release. If the game is well received by our players, we have a lot of ideas for
free content updates in the future.

Have fun!
Denis
. Master Pyrox 1.2.0 released!:
Greetings, fellow pyromancers!

We have a new update for you. Version 1.2.0 brings a couple of new features and improvements:

New spell: "Attractor" - a magic gravity well that attracts fireballs and floating players.

The network GUI can find any servers in the local network, making it easier to set up a local network game.

Removed fade-in and fade-out in practice mode, the player now respawns immediately.

Background animations can be switched off for better preformance on older computers.

The Godot engine has been updated to the latest version.

We hope you enjoy our little game! If you have any questions, suggestions, bug reports or feature requests, feel free to post
them in our community board. And if you like the game, please consider leaving a review on Steam.
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